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”No flying machine will ever fly from 
New York to Paris … [because] no 
known motor can run at the requisite 
speed for four days without stopping.” 

     — Orville Wright  

Speed & Quality — an Oxymoron?	



Books out there	



“TODAY’S PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT ORTHODOXY IS BROKEN. 
WHAT’S WRONG? 
 COMPANIES ARE PURSUING THE WRONG GOALS. 
 THEY MAXIMIZE THE CAPACITY UTILIZATION, AND WONDER WHY 
CYCLE TIMES ARE SO LONG. 
 THEY STRIVE TO CONFORM THE PLAN, AND WONDER WHY NEW 
OBSTACLES CONSTANTLY EMERGE. 
 THEY TRY TO ELIMINATE THE VARIABILITY, AND WONDER WHY 
INNOVATION DISAPPEARS. 
 THEY CAREFULLY BREAK PROCESSES INTO PHASES AND GATES AND 
WONDER WHY THINGS SLOW DOWN INSTEAD OF SPEEDING UP. 
 IRONICALLY, EACH OF THESE ACTIONS HURT MORE THAN IT HELPS.” 

 

      — DONALD REINERTSEN 



The problems to be solved	
•  Project plans were based on former experience, 

not on low-level estimates;  
•  emphasis was put into reporting but the reporting 

was only about the gap between the estimated 
current state and the wishful plan;  

•  when projects were delayed, more people and 
more milestones were added;  

•  milestone approvals took a long time; yet all 
milestones were eventually approved with 
exceptions.  



1st lesson learned	
Problems created with traditional 
project thinking are the same 
whether you develop software or 
hardware 



Selected practices to be piloted	
1. Two-level rolling planning 
2. Synchronization 
3. Cadence 
4. Key decision points 



Culture change	
Lean–Agile Development 
1.  Quality is built-in — and verified with testing as early 

as possible as much as feasible (and early peer 
reviews) 

2.  More revenue comes from doing new things or 
doing things differently. That is why it is better to 
take a more risky path and investigate the options 
— and these designs can only be verified by using 
iterations.  

3.  Plan to replan in order to utilize the latest 
knowledge on what is needed. Rolling planning 
helps to keep in sync when on a more risky path. 

4.  Teams solve problems more efficiently than 
individuals   

Traditional phase-gate 
development 
1.  Quality is verified at 

the milestone review 
2.  Schedule-driven 
3.  Proper planning leads 

to good quality 
4.  Highly educated 

engineers know how 
to do their work and 
solve their problems 
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Faster feedback = faster learning	



Cadence reviews	
•  Monthly cadence meetings will replace milestone reviews. 

Each functional area is reviewed monthly against expected 
maturity level which has been planned at the last 
synchronization meeting 

•  Cadence meetings are peer-to-peer reviews 
•  Cadence meetings are not rejected or accepted 
•  A maturity status and risk assessment is concluded for each 

functional area at each cadence meeting 
•  The output from each of the cadence meetings is used as 

input for synchronization meetings and business decisions 



Benefits of Cadence	
•  Reduces risk from milestone reviews as reviewing is 

happening more frequently 
•  Fixed dates reduce overhead of arranging meetings 
•  Ability to give more frequent & targeted feedback  
•  Ability to build learning cycles — each cadence cycle 

becomes a learning cycle 
•  Note: Cadence is not about reporting, it is about 

reviewing 



Synchronization	
o  In each synchronization meeting all functional areas are meeting (face-2-

face preferred) with the purpose to make a detailed plan until the next 
synchronization meeting and update the rough plan 

o  Cross-functional integration point where designs are synchronized. 
Synchronization is based on external events like builds. These can be e.g. 
external meeting with suppliers. Cross-functional. 

o  No investment decision is needed/required in Synchronization point. 
o  Recommend that planning & retrospective is part of synchronization 

•  Benefits: 
o  All have the same shared goal to be ready with the design by the 

same date 
o  Verifies functionality across different areas 



Two-level rolling planning	
•  Plan the projects in detail between this synchronization point 

and the next one; make rough plan up to the end of the 
program 

•  Reflect to achievements done in each synchronization point 
and correct programs (resourcing, budget)  based on actual 
progress 

•  At the first synchronization meeting a rough plan until target 
ramp up date is created and maintained at every 
synchronization meeting 

•  A detailed plan is created until next synchronization point. 
Ambition level for each cadence meeting are defined until 
next synchronization point 



Benefits of rolling planning	
•  The planning accuracy can be improved by shortening the time 

needed for planning and reducing the unknown by progressing in  
the project. The rolling planning uses both of these methods to 
increase the accuracy of planning. 

•  There is also ability to reflect to changes happening during the 
program course as we plan to re-plan. 

•  We can defer the selected important decisions up to the last 
responsible moment while achieving more information to support 
the decision-making. 

•  A joint planning guarantees commitment. Short-term targets and 
goals increase motivation. 

•  We manage the dependencies doing joint planning. 



Key Decision Points	
o  Key Decision points happen when we make investment decisions. Called as 

Key Decision Points to distinguish with traditional milestones. 
o  Synchronization & Cadence provide input to Key Decision Points. 
o  The development is running independently from each other. Problems in one 

area should not gate the progress in other areas. 
o  Final decision on the investment needed but is independent to development 

progress; development progress as input. 
o  Makes investment decisions in relevant area gating the progress in that specific 

area. In other unrelated areas it may be possible to continue progressing the 
project.  (This was not usually possible in traditional Milestones).   

•  Benefits:  
o  Clear and known decision points at the right time for making investments 
o  Design risks isolated from decision-making 



Experiences…	



Experiences: Synchronization	
•  Based on experience so far, we 

recommend using the rolling 
planning approach and 
synchronisation points for long-
term project planning.  

•  However, we feel very strongly 
that planning periods / 
synchronisation point intervals 
shall be freely definable rather 
than fixed by the process. That 
way it will be possible to best fit 
the approach to each project 
since they all are typically 
different. 

•  Compared to the old process, 
rolling planning and sync points 
make a great deal of sense 
since the plans have never 
been too accurate until the 
end of the project 
o  At <first milestone>  we have 

just stated that the plan is 
committed and after that the 
plans have been updated 
more or less (in)actively and 
(ir)regularly. 



Experiences: Cadence Reviews	
•  Feedback after 1st Cadence Review 

o  An initial feeling is that the Cadence practise doesn’t add 
too much value in terms of information sharing as that’s 
handled by regular reporting practises anyway. 

o  However, a clear benefit is to have discussion with peers 
and getting feedback 
•  Gives support and insight to task prioritization, decision 

making and risk management 



Agile?	



A Myth of Stories Done in Sprints	
•  There are several reasons why not all Stories can be 

considered as ‘Done’ within a 2 week Sprint   
- assuming ‘Done’ means the work is specified, designed, tested, 
corrected in this time.   
•  Driver SW waiting for HW Development Environment / Platform (needed to 

perform testing)  
•  Cycle of tests should align to new HW module version availability  
•  Many development errors are interactions (and dependencies) within an 

integrated Product.  They won’t be known / can’t be resolved until other SW is 
completed.   

à For these reasons, Kanban is better suited for Driver SW 
development (more tolerable for waiting times) 



Lessons learned	
•  Distinguish ‘Low-level’ (Driver / Adaptation) SW from 

higher levels.  
1.  low-level driver should have cadence & synchronization but this fits more 

naturally to the ‘heartbeat’ of HW development, rather than 
independently defined, fixed software development increments 

2.  low-level driver development planning should be able to provide 
estimated delivery dates for the whole Program lifecycle duration.   
•  2-stage rolling planning: detailed short-term and less detailed long-

term could be used with velocity-based calculations, provided 
velocity is predictable.   

•  External component supplier delivery dates & program build dates 
are natural synchronization points to work to and may be relatively 
immovable.   



Creating content incrementally: Software Features & HW with some optional content	
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Function	 1st Build	 2nd Build	 3rd Build	 Ramp-Up	
HW	 Initial (TS) 

Samples – limited 
functionality	

First Engineering 
(ES) Samples – full 
functionality, 
possible errors	

Later Engineering 
(ES) Samples – full 
functionality, fixed 
errors	

Fully verified*, 
ready-for-mass-
production (CS) 
samples 	

HW Driver	 Production Test 
functionality (to 
prove physical 
connections only)	

Basic Functionality 
in mandatory 
areas	

Full functionality 
in mandatory 
areas; possible 
additional 
functionality	

Errors fixed, ready 
for ramp-up	

Feature	

The table above shows the ‘typical’ expectations for Program builds.  There is 
likely to be variation from Program-to-Program,  HW type-to-HW Type and 
sample maturity at the start of the Program lifecycle.   	
•  All HW would be needed to be ready for full HW verification tests, including 

environmental tests and proven capability for mass manufacturing.  	
•  TS = Test Sample, ES= Engineering Sample, CS = Production Sample	
	



Mandatory hardware drivers & some optional content	
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What is a project?	
•  New module?  
•  Existing module into a new product? 
•  Existing module into a new platform? 
•  2nd source module into existing platform? 

All require different synchronization and all can be 
running at once! 



Lessons learned: HW & Program Milestones	
•  Approach is about validation and maturisation  

o  Component HW & Product Development goes through several cycles of 
validation   
•  Is the HW / Product functional?  
•  Have errors been removed / worked-around?   
•  Will the HW / Product work in all environmental conditions? 
•  Will the HW / Product have many defects / million produced?   

o  That’s why we have a number of Products builds & HW versions … that cannot 
be sold (/ produced in mass volume)  

o  That’s what probably ‘drives’ the desire for complete plans & commitments 
early on and then the later milestones  
•  Does it need to operate like this?   



Lessons learned…	
•  In practice, Program decisions & timescales change  

o  Consider auditing the frequency of changes (Product spec., key Program 
dates)  

o  Is it possible that rolling-planning with approximation of far-off dates is just 
as accurate?   
•  Opportunity: plan work for later time periods in less detail but with  

sufficient accuracy in order to use velocity to predict key delivery 
dates.     



Conclusions	
1.  Start from strategic planning and see how you could benefit from iterative and 

incremental thinking in your product, e.g. planning multiple solutions for 
technically challenging problem areas (to diminish the technical risk) 

2.  Plan the rough schedule to cover the whole product and all increments; plan 
only the next increment accurately. Allow changes to happen as needed.  

3.  Hardware is not flexible the same way software is. However, iterations can be 
used to mature the design. Figure out the natural iterations and plan the 
increments using those boundaries. Monitor errors in the longest iterations in 
order to keep the project on track and to meet the expected market window.  

4.  Use peer feedback to improve the product and the quality, but make sure to 
keep the right kind of atmosphere. 


